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MINISTERIAL ATTENDANCE AT THE UNITED NATIONS FRAMEWORK CONVENTION
ON CLIMATE CHANGE (UNFCCC) CONFERENCE OF PARTIES IN LIMA, PERU

In preparation for the crucial UNFCCC (United Nations Framework Convention on Climate
Change) climate summit in Paris in December 2015, at which a new universal climate treaty
is to be agreed, I attended the UNFCCC COP20 (20th Conference of the Parties) in Lima
last week (9-11 December 2014) as part of the UK Delegation to help influence stronger
global commitment to action by sharing Scotland's ambition on climate change and our
championing of climate justice, as well as participating in discussions on the importance of
non-state actors, human rights and gender issues.

The outcome of the negotiations was the agreement of The Lima Call for Action'. Whilst this
has been criticized by NGOs as not making enough progress, particularly on tackling the
historic Kyoto Protocol distinction between developed and developing countries, The Lima
Call for Action has managed to keep the international negotiations moving forward, although
with important issues, principally the overall level of global ambition, yet to be resolved.

During my short visit, I attended a number of high level meetings relevant to Scottish
interests at the talks. On Tuesday 9 December, I attended a breakfast meeting with UN
Special Envoy Mary Robinson and the Troika+ of Women Leaders (including Christiana
Figueres, Executive Secretary of the UNFCCC) to discuss gender equality in both the
negotiations and climate change. I signed the Compact of States and Regions, a reporting
platform for subnational governments representing 10% of the world's GOP that will allow the
international community to see the progress made by countries such as Scotland. I spoke at
a side event by the International Development Law Organisation on human rights and
climate change about Scotland's role in championing climate justice. I attended a private
dinner with The Climate Group and Ministers from its States and Regions Alliance (including
California, Ontario, Quebec, Sao Paolo, North Rhine Westphalia, Basque Country,
Catalonia, Rhone Alpes and KwaZulu Natal).
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On Wednesday 10 December, I attended a breakfast meeting on human rights and climate
change with Mary Robinson and the President of the COP, Minister Pulgar Vidal of Peru and
spoke of Scotland's record on equality, human rights and climate change. The event was
attended by the Irish and French Ministers amongst others. I attended the Climate Group's
side event and made an intervention on Scotland's high ambition in tackling climate change
and met with the Head of the UK Delegation, Ben Lyon (DECC), representatives of the
World Council of Churches, WWF International, Ian Duncan MEP, Sir David King (the
Foreign Secretary's Special Envoy on Climate Change), Dr Andrew Steer (Chair of the
World Resources Institute). I then attended a reception at the British Ambassador's
Residence where I met with the Secretary of State Ed Davey, members of the local
Caledonian Society, Jos Delbeke Director General of DG Clima at the European
Commission and representatives of the European Investment Bank.

On Thursday 11 December, I met with the UNFCCC Executive Secretary's Chief of Staff to
discuss the role Scotland can play in promoting high ambition going forward. I met with
Oxfam International and Friends of the Earth International and attended a high level plenary
at which Ban Ki-Moon was speaking along with the COP Presidency and Felipe Calderon,
Ex-President of Mexico, AI Gore, Rajendra Pachauri of IPCC, and Laurent Fabius of France.
I then attended meetings with Mark Kenber, CEO and Libby Ferguson, Director of The
Climate Group, Nigel Topping, Executive Director of CDP, representatives of the Pan-African
Climate Justice Alliance.

My messages on Scottish ambition on climate change and our championing climate justice
were well received at Lima and there are opportunities to further promote this work in 2015
during the crucial run-up to Paris.

Most analysis suggests likely global pledges for Paris will be at the low end of the
commitment scale, collectively offering only a low chance of limiting warming to 2°C and
avoiding dangerous climate change, so international ambition will have to be increased
relatively quickly over time. We must continue to play our part in making sure that global
action is sufficient to avoid the very worst impacts of climate change. We know Scotland's
targets are not easy but they are at the level the international community needs to match if
the new climate treaty in Paris next year is to stand a good chance of limiting global
temperature rise to no more than 2°C. Scotland's messages on the need for higher ambition
will therefore be highly relevant for the foreseeable future, and we will need the help of all of
civic society and business in promoting those messages.
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